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Drs, Rhoads, 

When it- takes six weeks to receive the find.of,reeponse your yesterday's letter-' 
deseto mine of Auguat 9, I think the time has come to see whether or not it is 

ssibleft fof.theeeourts to provide redress forethese,Years of your stonewalling. 

eV:sere are mere substantial questions you have fobbed off in the past and have since 
eepeeted them ignored entirely. I believe these involve substantial questionsof 

,e. fraud and I propose to explore this belief. Nereover,T.telieve this fraud was hurt- 
ful 	and had this intent and I shall discover if this is actionable. 

4 	Aa you should understated, there is nothing I would , not prefer to going back to 
'court again, particularly when it is just possible that a judge might look into an 
eutterly-daconscionable-record that in my belief.includes puerjury and its subornation. 

You appear to have leerned nothing from The Watergate except that when it was 
 expedient you accepted for deposit the CRESime film so they could be hidden by you. 

Since the middle of June I have been seeking the answexsto perfectly proper 
.-. questions. You clearly have no intention of answering them voluntarily. You leave 

sae no choice. Other than Habmitted to official dishonesties and corruption and that, 
please believe me, I will not do. ' 

e•When my counsel has the time I will take these matters up with him. 

However, you sohave a record of deceiving, underinforming and misinforeinc 
the courts. So, in order that there will be a minimme .opportunity for your Watergeting 
with the counts, I request copies of all your currant regulations,' precedents, etc. 
control linc the availability of all Warren Commission materials edaeof the date the 
first responsibility the Rational. Archives had for.these records- to the present. 
ededeinCrOer Met there cannot be another of these convenient oversights that are 
also so common, I want your personal assurance that what you provide is complete. 
Idlyy

. . 

46Pease out not be a mystery. If I find that you have withheld any I will we,.: 
to make that a matter of record before-the court be 	you have also done this,too. 
As well as rewriting them em poste facto.  ee 

eThcpoint I tried to make-  abouCcharges iselot frivolous. When. I request copes:_  
at a time the rats is 100 per page and you delay providingthem for whatever-reason 
believe you have the obligation to provide them at the rate' tertaining at the-time 
you refused the request. For me the difference'ia burdensome. 'There :is also the 
principle. It is like a contract. I paid you in advance. 

You- hale interposed every obstacle possible between me and the public information 
access to which is my right. One of these obstacles is extreoddinary delay in making 
ra5ponme.-whca it is made. Tour...cog= of oorrespondenoe has recorded wit the time 

, .e..eebyewhioberespOnse is to be made: If there are revelations that are apelicable,- wo 
ee 	 • • 2', 

Copz. would like the natation citstomarily attached indicating when my, 
ofAugast 9 should have been answered. If iti.s- fdili responaive; there iino7apearent' 

-4-jH 	reason: for a• delay of six weeks:.  

Unless there is what either has not been reported or what I do not recall, there 
no current general declassification underway. I therefore ask the occasion for this 
seemingly not ordinary declassification. If my recollection is correct, for each with-
holding you have a sheet inticating the authority and the reason. I therefore renew 

ere- ' the request as it is apelicable to this. Please send me the CDs refereeed to in thie 
correspondence and both rersions of the oneia which a single sentence was withheld; ' Le, . 	corre 
Use up the minimum charge by providing me duplicate copies to the limit of the miuieum., 
If there is correspondence on this declassification, please send, me all copies prim 

e 	charge. 

Sincerely, 

He ld Wei 


